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Name of the game Races on stilts
Objectives

To develop teamwork.
To develop co- ordination.
To develop leadership skills.

Materials

Material to tie children’s legs together, such as,
cans, plastic bricks, wooden peg, ropes, …
Items to create an obstacle course, such as, cones.

Number of players Individual.
Small group.
Team.
Brief explanation

Two different types of stilts: the traditional ones
of Wood or others made by children.
Players have to run with stilts trying not to fall
down andbeing the fastest player.

Name of the game La Rayuela
Objectives

To help children to manage body rhythm.
To develop eye/hand coordination.
To help children to master body control.
To improve numbers, and counting skills.
To practice pronunciation.

Materials

A piece of chalk and an area to play.

Number of players Two players minimum.
Brief explanation

Ten squares are painted on the floor. Each player
has to have a small stone.
The first player throws the stone to the first box. If
the stone goes into the box, he jumps on one leg to
the next boxes and returns.
On the return way, when he arrives to the second
box, he hasto catch the stone and start again but
throwing the stone to the second box.
If a player makes a mistake, it is the next player´s
turn.

Name of the game The little blind hen (La Gallinita ciega)
Objectives
Materials

To develop listening skills.
To improve cooperation.
To develop orientation in a space
Spacious area, such as outdoors or
in a large room. A handkerchief.

Number of players Minimum: 5 players.
Brief explanation

Children make a circle, they can join hands if
they wish. One of them, a blindfolded player
designated as “little blind hen“ (in other
countries called “It”) is in the middle of the
circle . Someone turns this player around two or
three times in order to make it change direction
and then joins the circle. Then s/he gropes
around attempting to touch and catch the other
players without being able to see them. When
s/he does it, touches and feels the face of the
person tagged and attempts to identify the
person, and only if the person is correctly
identified, they change their roles
DIALOGUE between “Little blind hen” and the
group: (Before s/he starts to turn around)
Group: Little blind hen, what have you lost?
“Little blind hen”: A needle and a thimble.
Group: Give three turns and you will find them.
While “Little blind hen” make three turns, the
others sing: White little hen, clears everything.
Black little hen, collects everything.

Name of the game

Pull the rope! (La soga)

Objectives

To work in team group.
To control their force.

Materials

A rope and a handkerchief.

Number of players

Minimum: 7 players.

Brief explanation

A long rope divided in two middles separated
with a handkerchief.
To start, the handkerchief must be over a line
painted on the floor. When the referee says the
order, both teams have to pull the rope trying
that the other team pass the painted line.

Name of the game
Objectives

Materials
Number of players
Brief explanation

Handkerchief game (El pañuelo)
To improve the speed of movement and
response.
To encourage the team work.
To support cooperation.
A spacious playing area.
A handkerchief.
Chalk.
Minimum: 5 players.
Two teams. One referee.
Both teams organized themselves and they give
a number to each player depending on the
number of players.
It is necessary to paint two straight lines in the
ground and each team has to be situated
behind their line.
The referee is situated in the middle of both
lines, but on one side and he/she has to take a
scarf and when he/she says one number, the
players who have that number have to run
and try to catch the scarf faster than the
other player and returns to his/her line without
beencaught by the rival.
Jumping on a partner resting his hands on his
back.

Name of the game Jump rope (La comba)
Objectives

Materials
Number of
players

To improve capacity to jump.
To promote coordination between eye and
movement.
To jump coordinated
Spacious playing area.
Long rope.
At least 3 players.
Games can be individual or collective.

It is possible to play in different ways.
Brief explanation Two players will take the rope for each of its ends
and move the rope or swinging from one side to
the other drawing with the arm an imaginary "U"
or spinning in the air to the rope drawing an
imaginary "O". The rest of the players line up next
to one of those who is moving the rope to jump
over it. The games of the rope are accompanied
by songs. When the song starts we start jumping
one by one. What you have to do is jump, exit and
go back to the players queue. If the jumping
player steps on the rope or fall over it he will have
to stop jumping and start moving the rope freeing
one of the twoplayers he is giving.
Children usually sing some songs to play.
AL PASAR LA BARCA Two players will take the
rope for each of its ends and move the rope or
swinging from one side to the other drawing with
the arm an imaginary "U":
Al pasar la barca,
me dijo el barquero:
las niñas bonitas no pagan dinero.
Al volver la barca me volvió a decir:
las niñas bonitas no pagan aquí.
Yo no soy bonita ni lo quiero ser.
Las niñas bonitas se echan a perder.
Como soy tan fea yo lo pagaré
Arriba la barca de Santa Isabel.
UNA DOLA. Two players will take the rope for
each of its ends and spine in the air to the rope
drawing an imaginary "O". While two first words
are singing the first person jumps, with the two
following words the second one, with the two
followingwords the third one… and so on. The
children who fall over will be eliminated.
The song is:

Una dola,
tela, catola,
quila, quilete,
estaba la reina,
en su gabinete.
Vino Gil.
Apagó el candil,
candil, candilón,
cuenta las veinte, que las veinte son.

Name of the game

Where is the ring?

Objectives

Materials

The children to guess who has the ring.
Have fun doing something with others.
Share feelings of joy.
Improve and enhance fine motor skills.
A ring.

Number of players

Unlimited.

Brief explanation

The children are put together in a raw. One of
the children hides in his/her hands a ring, fake
or true. Then he/she is trying to leave the ring
in the hands of one of the children who are in
the raw, singing:
Where‟s it? Where‟s it?
Where is the ring?
Search it, search it
you won‟t find it!
You won‟t find it, y
ou won‟t find it,
the ring you are searching.
Everyone from the kids has an opportunity
to guess whohas the ring. Anyone who guesses
correctly picks up the ring and casts it to the
next child. The game continues in the
same way (see p. 1,2).

Name of the
game
Objectives
Materials

Number of
players
Brief
explanation

Button spinner
The children to manage to spin the button.
Development of fine motor skills.
Acquisition of rhythm in hand motion.
A button and a strong string. The button should be
the flat style (not shank or stud style) and should
have at least two holes equal distance from the
center of the button. The string should be strong
and flexible enough to twist onto itself.
It is played individually.
The child threads the string through the button and
then back through on the hole opposite the center
of the button. Then, ties the two ends together (see
p.1). With the buttonin the middle, holds the bights
of the string in each hand. Hecan use one or two
fingers, or his thumbs (see p.2).
Holding the string loose, spins the button to wind
up the string. Put tension on the string by pulling
his hands apart. The string unwinds, spinning the
button. Loosen up on the tension and the
momentum of the spinning button winds the string
the other direction (see p.3). He should not give up
if it doesn‟t work the first try. Once he gets the
rhythm right, the button spins and the string makes
some interesting sounds.
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Picture 2
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Name of the
game
Objectives

Apples

Materials

A ball.

Number of
players

4-10 children.

Brief
explanation

The children to get as many apples as possible.
Have fun.
Develop strategy skill.

In this game children are divided into two groups.
Two players of one group stand opposite one
another and the players of the other group gather
between them. The two players throw a ball at each
other trying to hit one of thechildren of the rival
group. If the ball hits a player then they get
“burned” and exit the game. However, if a player
catches the ball, he wins an “apple” (see p. 1-2). The
goal of this game is to get as many “apples” as
possible. Each “apple” gives the player an extra
“life” he can use in case he gets “burned.”

Name of the
game
Objectives

I have an embroidered handkerchief

Materials

Handkerchief.

Number of
players

No limit.

Brief
explanation

One of the most popular Polish songs, wedding
games well known especially in the country,
taught from the early childhood.
To socialize, have fun with friends and relatives.

Mam chusteczkę haftowaną, co ma
cztery rogi,kogo kocham, kogo lubię,
rzucę mu pod nogi.
Tej nie kocham, tej nie lubię, tej
nie pocałuję,a chusteczkę
haftowaną tobie podaruję!
I have an embroidered handkerchief
I have an embroidered handkerchief,
All corners horns,
Whom I love, whom I like to throw it at his feet.
I do not love her, I do not like her,
I do not kiss her,
And I will give you an embroidered handkerchief.
Participants gather in a circle and one in the
middle is carrying a handkerchief and
singing the song. Then, heneeds to knee
down and hug the person he/she likes.

Scoala Gimnaziala ‘’lancului’’
Bucharest, ROMANIA

Name of the
game
Objectives

Mr. Wolf, what time is it?
Exercise motoric skills.
Learn to tell the time.

Materials

No materials necessary.

Number of
players

At least 5.

Brief explanation

One of the players is the Wolf. He stands in front
of the others. The other players ask: ”What time is
it, Mr. Wolf?” Mr. Wolf says: ”two ant steps or
three giant steps”(for example).
At one moment, the wolf says: “It’s lunch time!”
and he runs after the children. The ones that are
caught, become wolves.
The game ends when all the children are caught.

Name of the
game
Objectives
Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

The bear is sleeping
Exercise motoric skills.
Develop musical skills
No materials necessary.
At least 3.
One of the players is the Bear. He sits with his eyes
closed. The other players stand around him. They
sing: ”The bear is sleeping and he is dreaming that
his shoes are dancing. What shall we give him:
milk or coffee, so he will choose someone.” With
his eyes closed, the bear touches someone and
tries to guess who is he. If he guesses, the child
takes the bear’s place. If he doesn’t guess, he
remains a bear.

Name of the
game
Objectives
Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

Country, we need soldiers!
Exercise sport skills.
Establishing team relations between children.
No materials necessary.
At least 6.
The players divide into two teams. They stand in
front of each other holding their hands, building a
kind of “fence”.
The first team says: ”Country, we need soldiers!”
The second team asks: ”Whom do you want?”
The other team says the name of a child. The child
has to run towards the opposite team and tries to
break the fence. If he succeeds, he takes a prisoner
from the adverse. If he doesn’t, he remains in the
other team.
The winner is the team that captures all the other
team’s players.

Name of the
game
Objectives

Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

Listen up closely!
Exercise motoric skills.
Children get to overcome their anxieties, know
each other better and socialize.
No materials necessary.
At least 5.
The leader of the game chooses a child who has
to close his eyes or turn his back to the other
players. The rest of the players stand in a semicircle and sing (roughly translated):
Listen up closely
And let’s see if you can guess:
Who called up your name?
C’mon, guess, don’t waste time!
One of the singing children calls the one in front
and the latter has to guess who it was.
To make it more fun, the children can change
their voices. If the one in front identifies the one
who called, the swap places. If not, the game
starts again and someone else gets to call the one
in front.

Name of the
game
Objectives

Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

Change your nests, little birds!
Exercise motoric skills.
Children get to develop their attention span and
concentration.
No materials necessary.
10-20 players.
Children stand in pairs , face to face. They form
the nests.
The rest of the children are the birds. There are
more birds than nests. One bird hasn’t got a nest.
The leader of the game says: Fly, little birds! The
children run around the nests. Then, he says:
Change your nests, little birds! The birds have to
get into a different nest. A bird is left out. And so
on.

Name of the
game
Objectives

The Statues
Exercise motoric skills.
Attention development.

Materials

Ball.

Number of
players

At least 5.

Brief explanation

The children stand in a circle. One stands in the
middle. He throws the ball towards the children
around him and they try to catch it. If the ball falls,
everyone has to freeze. If someone moves, he
takes the place of the one that was standing in the
middle.

Name of the
game
Objectives

Ducks and hunters

Materials

2-3 light balls.

Number of
players

Two teams-players from 10 up.

Brief explanation

Exercise motoric skills.
Establishing team relations between children.

One team will be distributed on the two sides,
while the second team will be in the middle of
the field. The object of the game is to eliminate
the team in the middle of the field. When a
midfielder is touched, he will be eliminated. If a
midfielder manages to catch the ball in flight, he
will have a life that will save him if he is hit with
the ball by the attacking team.The team that
managed to eliminate as many players as
possible from the opposite team, wins.
The teams will change roles.

Name of the
game
Objectives
Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

Handkerchief
Exercise motoric skills.
Develop musical skills.
A handkerchief.
4-5 children.
The children, less than one, sit in a circle, with
their eyes closed and around them the child
chosen by a counter rotates with a handkerchief
in his hand, singing:”I lost the handkerchief/ My
mother beats me/ Who finds it out to give it to
me/Because I kiss her ”.
After he finishes singing, he leaves the
handkerchief behind a child saying “ready”. All
the children open their eyes, look back and the
one who finds the handkerchief behind him/her,
takes it and runs after the child who left it. He
must also run away and try to sit in the place
where the other child was in the group.
Then the game starts from the beginning.

Name of the
game
Objectives
Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

Stone bridge
Exercise sport skills.
Establishing team relations between children.
No materials necessary.
At least 6.
The players stand face to face holding their hands
together and raising a bridge. The other children
pass under the “bridge”, singing: “The stone
bridge collapsed/ The water came and took it/We
will make another down on the river/ Another
more durable and more beautiful”. When the song
is ready, the two children will let their hands
down, catching the child passing under the bridge
in their arms. That child will no longer pass under
the bridge, will stand behind one of the two
children and will wait until all the other children
are caught and will be part of the bridge wall.

Name of the
game
Objectives
Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

The donkey
Exercise motoric skills, attention, develop the
dexterity of their hands, have fun.
Learn to follow rules.
A ball.
At least 10.
The children are seated in a circle. One or more
are chosen to be donkeys in the middle. The
children pass the ball from one to the other,
without the one in the middle touching or
catching it. If the donkey touches the ball, the one
from which the ball left, will become the donkey
and the places will change between them.

Nene Hatun Anaokulu Mudurlugu
Sivas, TURKEY

Name of the
game

Blindfold Game

Objectives

To develop listening skills.
To improve cooperation skills.
To develop skills of orientation in space.

Materials

Spacious area. A scarf.

Number of
players

Minimum of 5 players.

Brief explanation

It is a group game. Before starting the game
"midwife" is determined by rhyme or number.
The eyes of the midwife are tied with a scarf. The
players wander freely around the midwife. The
task of the midwife is to catch one of her friends
and get rid of midwifery.
During the game, the players have fun shouting
"come to my blindfold" and touching the midwife
with their hands. The midwife tries to catch one
of the players by taking advantage of these calls
and the players' touch.

Name of the
game

Corner Breakout Game

Objectives

To develop sports skills and attention.

Materials

Outside, with many places to ‘’hold’’ the corner.

Number of
players

Small number of players.

Brief explanation

It is usually played on the street. Because the
streets are richer in terms of places that players
should hold as a corner, such as building doors,
two trees or between windows. "Corner Breakout
Game" is played with a small number of people.
The midwife stands somewhere in the middle
compared to the other players. Players constantly
try to change corners with each other without
being caught by the midwife. The player caught
by the midwife during this relocation loses his
corner and becomes a midwife. Players can
pretend to move and mislead the midwife. This
game is very enjoyable.

Name of the
game

Tissue Catch Game

Objectives

To improve the speed of movement and response.
To encourage the team work and support
cooperation.
A spacious playing area.
A handkerchief. Chalk.
Minimum of 7 players.

Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

The game is played in two equal groups.
A person not from any group is found and his
handkerchief is delivered.
And the groups are located about 2-3 meters
behind the handkerchief.
They are standing in line.
They work fast with the command to grab the
handkerchief in the first row of the group.
And they try to take the handkerchief.
The first person gets the handkerchief as soon as
it belongs to their group without being caught by
the other player.
If the player who does not take the handkerchief
tries to touch it before the person who receives it
reaches, the group he touches wins.
Meanwhile, the incoming group gets number 1
and all this continues until the end. Whoever gets
more points will be the winner.

Name of the
game

Open door Bezirgan Head

Objectives

To strengthen team work.

Materials

No special materials necessary.

Number of
players

At least 10 players.

Brief explanation

With the countdown, two player midwives are
selected. Players who are midwives choose names
(fruits, trees, flowers, etc.) for the people in their
group. Midwives hold hands. Sings the melody of the
game. The other players are taken under the arms of
the midwives one by one.
Open the Bezirgânbaşı, Bezirgânbaşı gate.
What are you giving the door right,
what are you giving?
Let it be a relic behind me, let it be a relic!
When the melody is over, the midwives take the
players between their main arms and say "one rat,
two rats, the third one running into the hole." The
third player is secretly asked about the names chosen
by the midwives. The player gets behind the midwife
of his choice. In the middle of the game, a line is
drawn as all groups pass behind the midwives. Two
midwives settle consecutively to the right and left of
the row. Players of the two groups attract each other.
The group that crosses the line loses the game.

Name of the
game
Objectives

Fireball (Mouse in the Middle)

Materials

1 ball (Plastic ball or valeyball ball is preferred).

Number of
players

6 players.

Brief explanation

This game usually takes half an hour. The time is
shortened or reduced according to the number of
players.
Fireball is a game that involves a lot of running
and jumping.
The players of the same team (team A) are
divided into two sides and leave enough distance
(approximately 4-7 meters) to throw the ball to
the opposite side.
In the middle are the players of the opposing
team (Team B). While Team A players throw the
ball at each other, Team B tries to hit the players
standing in the middle. The hit player lights up
and leaves the game.
If the ball thrown by team A is caught by the team
B players before it touches the ground, the
holding player gains one life. He has the right to
hurt how many lives he has.
If he wants, he can also bring his friends who are
out of the game to their lives. The player who
enters the game tries to escape from the ball
again.
When all players are hit, the batting and batting
team changes. The game continues ...

To practice motoric skills and attention.

Name of the
game

I sell oil, I sell honey

Objectives

To create and strengthen community.
To develop running skills.
Handkerchief.

Materials
Number of
players

6 or more to make a circle.

Brief explanation

The person who is "it" will walk around the
outside of the circle and leave a handkerchief
behind one of the other players.
The person who dropped the handkerchief runs
around the circle in the hope of not being caught
by the person to whom the handkerchief was left.
The game continues like this. The person to
whom the handkerchief fell takes the
handkerchief and follows the person. The first to
sit down wins. The loser will be the next "he".
I sell oil, I sell honey
My master is dead, I sell
My master's fur is yellow
If I sell it, it is fifteen liras.
lily zumbak
Take a good look back.
(The song sung while trying to catch: How many
hounds, how many rabbits, how many hounds)

Name of the
game

Bagel game

Objectives

To have fun doing something with others.
Improve attention skills.

Materials

Chalk.

Number of
players

6 or more to make a circle and a midwife.

Brief explanation

A midwife is chosen. A circle is drawn around the
midwife. The midwife goes out of the circle
shouting 'simit' and tries to catch her friends who
escaped shouting. If he gives up saying ‘simit’, his
fleeing friends try to catch him. If he enters the
circle again without getting caught, he continues
midwifery.

Name of the
game

Tile

Objectives

To improve and enhance fine motor skills.
To improve collaboration skills.
7 tiles or stones to be placed on top of each other,
ball.

Materials
Number of
players

Even number of players.

Brief explanation

Two groups are formed. Seven flat stones are
stacked on top of each other. The first group
stands at a certain distance from the stones. The
other group waits behind the stones. The
members of the first group try to destroy the
stones by throwing the ball towards the stones. If
the stones are destroyed as a result of the throws,
the group that throws the ball starts to run away.
The second group, which is midwives, runs after
them with the ball and tries to hit them. The first
group members try to put the stones on top of
each other and repair them. If they can line up
the pieces they will be victorious and the shot will
come back to them. If hit, the other group takes
their place and they become the new midwives.

Name of the
game

Violet passengers fell to the ground, who
fell?

Objectives

To enjoy playing with friends.

Materials

No specific materials necessary.

Number of
players

It can be played with many players.

Brief explanation

Two groups are chosen and these groups choose
one of their players as the chairman. The first
users to enter the game hold hands and the other
members ask, "Violet passengers fell to the
ground, who fell?" he asks. He asks. Write the
name of the weak player holding hands. The
player whose name is called comes running and
hits the players hand in hand. If their grip breaks
during this skirmish, a player will pick it up and
take it to their group. If their hands are not open,
the incoming player stays in that group. The
game continues until there are no players left
from the groups.

Name of the
game

Ali Baba

Objectives

To improve time telling skills.
To develop.

Materials

Space to lay.

Number of
players

Any number.

Brief explanation

Children will be in straight rows on the
playground. A midwife is chosen from among
them. Midwife Ali Baba is standing in front of
them. His children ask what time it is.
The midwife tells him time.
The child advances by walking the number of
steps closer to midwife. The first to touch the
midwife wins the game.

Private preschool “Maziņš kā jūra’’
Riga, LATVIA

Name of the
game
Objectives

Stream/Take a Friend

Materials

Space to move.

Number of
players

7 and more, odd number of players.

Brief explanation

To create and strengthen community.
To develop focusing skills.

Each player finds a partner, one player is left
without a partner. Partners join their hands,
facing each other and stand in a line creating a
“tunnel’’. One player stands at the end of the
“tunnel” as it does not have a partner/ a friend.
This player goes through the “tunnel”, takes any
player by hand and together stand in front of the
“tunnel’’ joining hands. The person without a
friend starts to go through the “tunnel” to get a
new friend.

Name of the game
Objectives

Move slower, finish sooner!
To develop a skill of controlling own body.
To develop focusing skills.

Materials

Space to move.

Number of players

3 and more.

Brief explanation

All the players stand in a line next to each
other. The caller stands far from the others
with its back to the players. When the caller
says “Move slower, finish sooner!” all players
move forward. When the caller says “Stop!”, all
players freeze in a position they are. The caller
sends back to the start those players who are
not standing still. First player to get to the
caller becomes the new caller.

Name of the
game
Objectives

The house is on the fire!

Materials

Space to move.

Number of
players

6 and more.

Brief explanation

To create and strengthen community.
To develop running skills.

All players stand in a circle, joined hands, the
leader is outside the circle. The leader touches
one player on its back and calls “The house is on
the fire!” The player who has been touched, runs
around the circle, opposite direction from the
leader to get back to its place first. The one who
gets first to the empty spot, joins the circle, the
other becomes a caller.

Name of the
game
Objectives

Last pair part!

Materials

Space to move.

Number of
players

9 and more, odd number.

Brief explanation

To create and strengthen community.
To develop running skills.

Each player finds a partner. The player who is left
without a partner becomes a caller. Partners join
their hands, standing next to each other, then
together stand in a column. The caller stands in
front of the column with its back to the players.
When the caller calls ”Last pair part!’’ The last
pair of players release their hands and run to the
front along their side of the column with an aim
to join their hands again in front of the column.
The caller tries to catch one of the players. Player
who does not have a partner becomes the new
caller.

Name of the game
Objectives

Freeze!
To develop spatial awareness.
To develop attention skills.

Materials

Space to move.

Number of players

3 and more.

Brief explanation

All players move around freely trying to
escape the leader. The leader tries to
touch as many players as possible. The
player who is touched has to “freeze” in
the pose it is at that moment. It has to
stay frozen until another player touches
it to “defrost”.

Name of the
game
Objectives

Adam had seven sons

Materials

Space to move.

Number of
players

6 and more.

Brief explanation

To develop trust between players.
To develop creativity.

Players make a circle and join their hands, one
person stands in the middle. Players go around
the circle singing a song. When they stop, they say
”Everyone do this!” Person in the middle
demonstrates a movement that each player
repeats. Person in the middle chooses the next
leader (usually the one who did the best
movement).

Name of the game
Objectives

Catch the tail!
To strengthen community.
To develop collaboration skills.

Materials

Space to move.

Number of players

5 and more.

Brief explanation

Al players make a line by putting their hands
on previous players waist. The first player
becomes head of the snake but the last player
– tail. The first player tries to catch the tail,
but all the body players move together to save
the tail. When the tail has been caught, it
becomes the head.

Name of the
game
Objectives

Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

We’re Going Through
To encourage an atmosphere of pleasure and
fun.
To practice attention skills and quick response
skills.
Space to move.
6 and more.
Two tallest players join hands to make a “bridge”. The
rest of the players represent “river” by joining in a
circle to go through the bridge. ”The river” players go
through the bridge until the “bridge” players say
words “The last one we will keep!’’. “The bridge”
lowers their hands and catches the person/s who is
between their arms. The player who is caught, joins
the “bridge”.

Name of the
game
Objectives

Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

Day and Night
To encourage an atmosphere of pleasure and
fun.
To practice attention skills and quick response
skills.
Space to move.
4 and more.
When leading player (owl) calls “Day!”, all other
players (mice) freely move around. When the
leading player calls “Night!”, all players stop
moving/ freeze. The leading player seeks for the
players who are not still (owl catches the moving
mouse).

Name of the
game
Objectives
Materials
Number of
players
Brief explanation

Pebble, Jump Out!
To encourage an atmosphere of pleasure and
fun.
To practice attention skills .
One little pebble (small rock, stone)
4 and more.
All players sit in a row with palms joined in front.
Leading player goes to each player, pretending to
place a pebble in their hands. There is only one
pebble. When leading player calls “Pebble, Jump
Out!”, the player witha pebble tries to jump out
bu the other players try to hold it. The pleyer who
jumped out becomes the leader.

